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ASLG - AMERICAN SIGN
LANGUAGE (ASLG)
ASLG U101  American Sign Language I   3 Credit Hours  
Fundamentals of the language and culture including visual readiness,
basic vocabulary, grammar features, and non-manual behaviors.
Corequisite(s): ASLG U101A.  

ASLG U101A  American Sign Language I Practice   1 Credit Hour  
Practice in fundamentals of the language.
Corequisite(s): ASLG U101.  

ASLG U102  American Sign Language II   3 Credit Hours  
Fundamentals of language and culture through visual readiness, basic
vocabulary, grammar features and non-manual behaviors with a focus on
conversational skills.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U101 and ASLG U101A.  
Corequisite(s): ASLG U102A.  

ASLG U102A  American Sign Language II Practice   1 Credit Hour  
Practice in fundamentals of the language. Must be taken in the same
semester as ASLG U102.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U101 and ASLG U101A.  

ASLG U201  Intermediate American Sign Language I   3 Credit Hours  
Continuation of fundamentals of language and culture with additional
vocabulary, grammar features, and non-manual behaviors, all focusing on
conversational skills.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U102 and ASLG U102A; or demonstrated
proficiency; or consent of instructor.  

ASLG U202  Intermediate American Sign Language II   3 Credit Hours  
Concentration on intermediate conversational and discourse skills. This
course is conducted entirely using American Sign Language.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U201; or placement through demonstrated
proficiency; or consent of instructor.  

ASLG U310  Introduction to Interpreting American Sign Language   3
Credit Hours  
General understanding of the theory, practices, and ethics of facilitating
oral communication between English and American Sign Language,
including implications of disability law. Develops basic skills for
professional interpreting in its cultural context with practice in signing
with form and meaning.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U202; placement or demonstrated proficiency
above ASLG U202; or consent of instructor.  

ASLG U311  American Sign Language to English Interpreting I   3
Credit Hours  
Preparation and applied practice in converting signed messages in ASL
to spoken English, including development of skills and judgment in use of
register, word choice, and intonation.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U202; or placement or demonstrated proficiency
above ASLG U202; or consent of instructor.  
Pre/Corequisite(s): ASLG U310.  

ASLG U312  English to American Sign Language Interpreting I   3
Credit Hours  
Preparation and applied practice in converting messages in spoken
English to ASL, including development of skills and judgment in use of
signing space, register, discourse mapping, compressions, expansions,
and the relationship between meaning and form.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U202; or placement or demonstrated proficiency
above ASLG U202; or consent of instructor.  
Pre/Corequisite(s): ASLG U310.  

ASLG U313  ASL to English Interpreting II   3 Credit Hours  
Advanced preparation and applied practice in converting signed
messages in ASL to spoken English, including development of skills
and judgment in the use of register, word choice, intonation, and
demonstrating accuracy of intent.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U311.  

ASLG U314  English to ASL Interpreting II   3 Credit Hours  
Advanced preparation and applied practice in converting messages
spoken English to ASL, including development of skills and judgment
in use of signing space, register, discourse mapping, compressions,
expansions, and the relationship between meaning and form.
Prerequisite(s): ASLG U312.  


